3950 NW 120th Ave, Coral Springs, FL 33065 TEL 561-955-9770 FAX 561-955-9760

ALLGIG-XG
Video in Motion, CIM, Rev-Cam, Front-Cam, AV input, DVD video output
For: Chrysler, Dodge, and Jeep with MYGIG radio
NTV-KIT260 ALLGIG-XG-HS
NTV-KIT272 ALLGIG-XG-FT
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Overview
 Enables Video in Motion (VIM) for both internal DVD and VES
 Allows Navigation Entry in Motion
 Enables the “View Video” button on radios that have this button locked out
With additional parts from NAV-TV, it will also:
 Enable Bluetooth and voice recognition on RER radios (ALLGIG MIC)
 Enable rear view camera input (AV harness & camera)
 Emulate VES to allow for additional external AV devices (AV harness & AVSW)
 Allow for the addition of an additional camera, such as a front view or FLIR (AV harness
& camera)
 Enable video out of the internal DVD to external monitors (AV harness)
Note: The “Video Out” on the AV harness will only display the image from the internal DVD
player. The camera or VES inputs will not display through the “Video Out”. The internal DVD
will pause when VES DVD is selected.
Kit Contents
Optional Parts

ALLGIG-XG Module
NTV-ASY166: HS
NTV-ASY171: FT

USB Cable
(updates)
NTV-CAB009

Plug and Play
Harness
NTV-HAR059

AllGig Mic
NTV-ASY124

AVSW Switcher
NTV-KIT224

AllGig AV Harness
(required for cam input)
NTV-HAR120

Agreement: End user agrees to use this product in compliance with all State and Federal laws. NAV-TV Corp. would not be held liable for
misuse of its product. If you do not agree, please discontinue use immediately and return product to place of purchase. This product is
intended for off-road use and passenger entertainment only.
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ALLGIG Operation

Video in Motion/Navigation entry in motion:
Video from internal DVD or any external video source,
including factory VES, can be viewed while vehicle is in drive
and moving. All functions of the navigation will be unlocked
while in motion as well. There is no user interaction
required to enable this feature.
*RHB Radios only: Navigation-based speed indication will
no longer be available while VIM is active.
Force camera mode
Forced camera will work in multiple ways, depending on hardware installed and programming
of the module. To force the camera, press the radio power button 2 times in 1 second. (RBZ &
RHB radios require a second pause between presses)
Backup camera only- Whenever the vehicle is in reverse, the screen will switch to the backup
camera input. If forced camera is desired, as to see behind the vehicle when driving (viewing of
rear traffic or a trailer in tow), press the radio power button twice.
Backup camera with Front view (second) camera- When both front and rear cameras are
installed and programmed, the radio will cycle through the 2 cameras in the following
sequence: radio, rear view camera, radio, front view camera, radio…
 Start with radio on, regardless of source.
 Press radio power 2 times to force rear view camera.
 Press radio power 2 more times to return to radio.
 Press radio power 2 times again to force front camera.
 Press radio power 2 times once more to return to radio.
If forced front camera is active and the vehicle is placed into reverse, the rear camera will be
displayed, then the front camera image will return when shifted out of reverse. The screen will
stay in this state until the power button is pressed 2 times or the key has been cycled.
 *Note – The current audio source will not change when forced camera is activated.
External Audio/Video input
To view an external AV source, the optional AV harness is
required.
To access the external AV input:
 Press the Radio/Media button to the left of the
radio screen to access the Media page of the
radio, i.e., HDD, JB, DISC, etc. (As per picture on
right.)
 Touch VES; this will open a new window. Select
Aux 1 or Aux 2 to play the audio from the selected external AV source.
Agreement: End user agrees to use this product in compliance with all State and Federal laws. NAV-TV Corp. would not be held liable for
misuse of its product. If you do not agree, please discontinue use immediately and return product to place of purchase. This product is
intended for off-road use and passenger entertainment only.
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 To view the video from this source, press the “VIEW VIDEO” button.
Multiple AV sources:
 If more than 1 AV source is installed, only “VES AUX 1” and “VES AUX 2” should be
programmed; turn off “VES DVD”. To properly select the AUX inputs, the AVSW will be
required. (See below.)
 RER & REN radios require DVD Emulation to enable VES.
 RBZ/RHB radios: Rear DVD does not emulate, only AUX1 & AUX2.
ALLGIG Programming
Files: Available on the NAV-TV website ALLGIG product page, there are files for both the NTV-KIT260 (high
speed CAN) and NTV-KIT272 (low speed fault tolerant CAN) in the same .ZIP folder. Additionally, there are
files for each radio designation (3 digit code on the bottom right corner of the radio. e.g. RBZ, RER, etc)
attached to the different HS (ntv-kit260 files) and FT (ntv-kit272 files). You must choose the correct file for
the interface and radio type. If the wrong interface file
is chosen (example: FT file chosen for an HS module)
the module will not function and the radio will not
come on/act erratic. Additionally, the correct radio
type file must be chosen to ensure proper
functionality. Once the file is loaded double click on
the function at the ON or OFF to change the setting.
Once all setting are correct click "update" and wait
until the upload is complete before disconnecting.
Video in Motion; address in motion: (Default ON)
Allows the user to watch internal DVD or external VES
sources while the vehicle is in Drive and in motion. This
will also enable navigation address entry while in
motion.
REN Radio: (Default OFF) Only turn ON if the radio is a
REN (3 letters on the bottom right of the radio below the AUX jack).
VES emulation: (Default ON) Turns on VES emulation
to allow for an external video source to be viewed on
the radio. (Do NOT turn this on if the vehicle already
has a rear-seat entertainment system.)
VES DVD: (Default OFF) Emulates the external rear seat
entertainment DVD player. It is only used as a source
input; it will not control an external DVD.
VES AUX 1: (Default ON) Emulates the external AUX 1
input for an external AV source to be selected.
VES AUX 2: (Default OFF) Emulates the external AUX 2
input for an external AV source to be selected.
Rear View Camera: (Default ON) Turn this feature ON,
when adding a reverse camera to the vehicle.
Double click to force the camera: (Default ON) When
this feature is ON, the camera input can be forced on
regardless of gear or speed (vehicle must be running).

RER/REN UPDATER view

RBZ/RHB UPDATER view

Agreement: End user agrees to use this product in compliance with all State and Federal laws. NAV-TV Corp. would not be held liable for
misuse of its product. If you do not agree, please discontinue use immediately and return product to place of purchase. This product is
intended for off-road use and passenger entertainment only.
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12v output when camera is forced: (Default ON) Will supply +12v on “OUTPUT 2” whenever camera is
forced; this is used to power the front camera.
Front view camera: (Default OFF) This feature will allow the unit to switch between a front view camera and
rear view camera when forced camera is requested. **
uConnect/Voice Recognition: (Default OFF) Turns on the internal Bluetooth and voice recognition module.
When this option is turned on, the required ALLGIG MIC will need to be installed. #

* This option is only available for HS radios.
** When using a forward-facing camera, be sure to use a standard image camera. If a reverse
camera is used the image will be mirrored.
# Only available for the RER/RHR radios.

ALLGIG (VIM only) Installation
1. Remove the radio from the dash and set to the side.
2. Plug the module T- Harness into the main power harness. (If the vehicle has an external
UConnect or iPod module, make sure that the external module is plugged into the radio
first, then the T-Harness.)
3. Plug in the black module and find a location to solidly mount behind the dash.
4. Reinstall the radio. Before putting the vehicle together, verify the operation of the unit.
5. Optional: RHB Radios ONLY: Supplying 12v through a toggle to Input 1 (red) will disable
VIM (and allow Navigation-based
speed indication on screen). NOTE:
This feature requires the ‘ALLGIG_XG
RHB VIM DISABLE WIRE’ file
programmed to the module in either
HS or FT via the NAV-TV USB Updater.

AV T-Harness: Rear Camera
connects to THIS harness!

Power T-Harness

ALLGIG Mic (RER/RHR. All other radios have
an external bluetooth module.)

Agreement: End user agrees to use this product in compliance with all State and Federal laws. NAV-TV Corp. would not be held liable for
misuse of its product. If you do not agree, please discontinue use immediately and return product to place of purchase. This product is
intended for off-road use and passenger entertainment only.
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ALLGIG (camera/video input) Installation
IF INSTALLING ONLY A SINGLE REAR CAMERA, PLUG THE CAMERA DIRECTLY INTO THE AV
HARNESS. DO NOT PLUG INTO THE ALLGIG MODULE!
The vehicle may already have a harness plugged into the AV plug. Connect the AV harness
between the radio and factory harness.
Multi Camera Installation: *
To connect the rear view camera to the radio, the optional AV harness is required (NTVHAR120).
1. The RCA from the camera plugs into the female RCA of the XG module harness labeled
“CAMERA INPUT”.
2. The male RCA from the ALLGIG module connects to the “CAMERA INPUT” of the AV
harness.
3. Find a good ground for the camera, or splice to the black wire at the 18-pin ALLGIG
connector.
4. It is recommended that the power for the camera gets connected to OUTPUT 1 of the
module. If power is connected to the reverse light, the camera will not be powered
when the camera is forced. If powering more than 1 camera, use this output to trigger
a 12v relay instead.
5. UPDATE (2/16): With the latest software file, the ALLGIG now has a wire trigger (INPUT
3) for forcing rear camera. This can be used in
conjunction with the NAV-TV SVS-6 module (KIT592) for
adding up to 6 cameras to the factory MYGIG radio, all
triggered via analog wire inputs. See SVS-6 manual for
more information (available at www.navtv.com).
*Note- If the vehicle is equipped with a factory camera, the
Male RCA on the vehicle side labeled “FACTORY CAMERA” goes
into the “CAMERA INPUT" of the XG module. For forced camera
to work, the factory camera power wire may need to connect
to the XG module’s OUTPUT 1.
Front Camera connection:**
1. Follow the above directions for installation of the rear
view camera.
2. Once the front camera is mounted connect the video to the female RCA labeled “Video
In” on the XG module.
3. Power of the front camera gets connected to “OUTPUT 2” of the XG module.
*For forced camera to work, the module needs to be programmed before installation.
** For front camera to be viewed; Rear view camera, Front view camera, Double click to force
the camera, and 12v output when camera is forced, need to be programmed to be ON.
AV input (requires optional AV harness)
Agreement: End user agrees to use this product in compliance with all State and Federal laws. NAV-TV Corp. would not be held liable for
misuse of its product. If you do not agree, please discontinue use immediately and return product to place of purchase. This product is
intended for off-road use and passenger entertainment only.
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Single AV source:
1. Plug the external AV source into the “INPUT” RCA’s of the AV harness.
2. Connect the AV harness between the factory wiring harness (if equipped) and the radio.
*Note- Only HS radios can emulate AUX 1 & AUX 2. Low Speed radios can only emulate AUX 1.
Multiple AV Sources: (Only supported on High Speed radios)
When installing multiple AV sources the optional AVSW is required to switch between the
sources. For the radio to properly switch between sources, the XG module needs to be
programmed with VES emulation, AUX 1 & AUX 2 “ON”.
*Note- Do not enable REAR DVD; the radio will not switch between REAR DVD and AUX1.

AVSW Connections (optional)
Factory AV (To Vehicle):
Yellow – Video from 1ST AV
Red- Right audio from 1ST AV
White- Left audio from 1ST AV
AV out (To Radio):
Yellow- Video out to radio
Red- Right audio out to radio
White- Left audio out to radio
V1:
Video in from 2nd AV source
V2:
NO CONNECTION
A1:
3.5mm Left/Right audio from 2nd AV source
A2:
NO CONNECTION
Power connection:
Black- ground
White/Red- No Connection
White/Blue- connects to OUTPUT 3 of ALLGIG XG

Agreement: End user agrees to use this product in compliance with all State and Federal laws. NAV-TV Corp. would not be held liable for
misuse of its product. If you do not agree, please discontinue use immediately and return product to place of purchase. This product is
intended for off-road use and passenger entertainment only.
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ALLGIG XG Pinout
Pin #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Description
12v (+) Constant Power
INPUT 1 (Disables VIM on RHB when 12v applied)*
INPUT 2 (not used)
INPUT 3 (Force REAR camera)
RX (not used)
Relay 1 (common) Video OUT to Radio
RCA Common Shield
CAN HI (Radio side)
CAN HI (Car side)
Ground (-)
OUTPUT 1 (ACC Out @ 1amp)
OUTPUT 2 (Forced Cam 12v out @ 1 amp)
OUTPUT 3 (12v out when VES AUX2 is selected)
TX (not used)
Relay 1 (normally open) Video IN
Relay 1 (normally closed) Rev Cam IN
CAN LO (Radio side)
CAN LO (Car side)

Color
Yellow
Red
Blue
Pink
Gray
Yellow
-ShieldPink/Black
Blue/Black
Black
White/Red
White/Blue
White/Purple
White/Brown
White
Red
Pink
Blue

Wire Side View
*RHB radios ONLY, and
requires alternate file to
be flashed (download
software from website
ALLGIG product page)
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